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As in p~actically every other field of human 
endeavor, the l as t few decades in this country have wit-
nessed the appearance of numerous fundamental changes 
in the traditional organization and prevailing educational 
practices of our secondary school system. 
An undeniable democratic urge, competing with 
the cultural traditions of our f irst colonial schools, 
and struggling aga inst the selective character of the 
succeeding academies and high schools, has tended to relate 
more and more closely our modern educ ational theories with 
the selection of materials to be taught and the various 
methods of teaching them. 
The rapidly evolving character of American life, 
accompanied by its social intricacies and vocational com-
plexities, has made inevitable the gradual transformation 
of the secondary school into an inaitution which now strives 
to prepare its clientele to meet the responsibilities of 
democratic citizenship and to enable them to discover 
abilities and vocational interests through a scientific 
guidance in the highly diverse curricula of the present 
secondary school. The socializing of the cur riculum has 
not be en accomplished, however, without a bitter struggle. 
The forces of the disciplining classicists, co mbined with the 
J 
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biased adherents of tradition, have fought desperately 
to preserve their autocratic regime. 
The phase of this reorganization with which 
we are here concerned deals with the changes which have 
occurred in the mathematical courses of study of the in-
termediate educational institutions as an outgrowth of the 
Junior High School movement which accompanied them. An 
i nsight in to this reform movement , *which is at present 
revolutionizing our courses of study in mathematics, 
necessitates an m1derstanding of, and a study ,into the 
place which this subject has held in the program of studies 
from the ~eginning. 
The history of the development of the study of 
this science takes us back to the Latin grammar schools 
of the early colonists. Although this subject had· doubt-
lessly been studied in the secondary schools of Europe 
long before the beginning of our first colonial schools, 
it remained for these prototypes of the European schools 
in the new world to contribute toward the definite esta-
blishment of this study in the regular curriculum of the 
school. 
Due to the fact that these first schools were 
semi-religious in character and were concerned mainly with 
*H. 0. Rugg & J. R. Clark--Scientific method in the reconstruction of 
the 9th grade math. April 1918. George Banta Publishing co. Menasha, 
Wisconsin. 
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the preparation of students for the university, the 
courses of studies which they offered were by necessity 
restricted almost wholly to a study of the classics. 
Only those fund~aentals of arithmetic necessary for the 
transaction of whatever business relations there existed 
between them were taught. 
In the meantime, as the vocational fields and 
industrial enterprises of the colonists became more varied, 
the demands of these groups for educational adjustments 
to meet these changing social needs became more insistent. 
The exclusive and aristocratic nature of these 
schools made it impossible for them to meet these demands • 
.. 
Because of their inadequacy, they were gradually superseded 
by the academy* which was to dominate the educational 
horizon of America for over a century. These academies , 
which developed in respons e to the demands of these various 
groups for a wider range of studies, attempted to emphasize 
the vocational rather than the academic subjects. The 
application of this policy to the field of mathematics is 
well illustrated by the Philadelphia Academy, *•founded by 
Benjamin Franklin in 1749, whose offerings in this subject 
included courses in algebra , geometry, trigonometry, survey-
*V• T. Thayer. Present tendenoies in Seoondary Ed.--Ed. Adm. & Super. 
Ootober • 1925. 
**C. o. Davis. OUr evolving High School Curriculum. World Book co., 1927. 
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ing and navigation. This was the first important step 
forwa~d in the study of this subject in our secondary 
schools. 
Little progress was then made until the public 
high sChool movement began its fight for supremacy at the 
early part of the nineteenth century. 
The majority of the people we re far from satis-
fied with the American Academy as the organ of secondary 
education; the public school idea of providing a free edu-
cation for those who could not afford to attend the academy 
was gaining a firm foothold in the educational desires of 
the people . This ideal was finally realized in 1821 wi th 
the estaiishment of the Boston English High School, which 
aimed to prepare boys for the different industrial and 
commercial vocations. 
Although this school was not college preparatory 
in nature, its course of studies in mathematics included 
courses in algebra, geometry and trigonometry. A general 
recognition of the necessity of such a course of study 
led to the formulation of the Massachusetts Act of 1827, 
which ruled that the teaching of algebra, geo me try and sur-
veying be included in the high school program of studies 
of every town in the state having above a specified population. 
The subsequent spread of this public high school 
mo vement during the remainder of the century carried along 
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with it this traditional mathematics course. Am so, 
shielded by the powerful influence of the requirements 
of the various colleges, and p reserved by the prestige 
of former traditional practices, the study of mathe-
matics, encase d as it was in its "subject-tight" compart-
ments, survived practically unchanged until the Junior 
High School Movement began. 
The initial tendencies of the proponents for 
a secondary school reconstructioh, all of which tended 
toward a.n earlier beginning and a longe r period of time 
in preparation for college work, show clearly the in-
fluence exerted by the admission requirements of the 
various colleges. 
-6-
Chapter II 
With an epoch makine; speech which he delivered 
at the National Education Association meeting in 1888,* 
Cha rles w. Eliot , one of the outstanding figures in American 
education, sounded the death knell of these traditional 
p rocedures, and simultaneously paved the way for the radical 
reorganization which resulted subsequently in the develop-
ment of the Junior High School type of organ ization. 
· A realization of the dire necessity for an 
economy of time in education, as he p resented it, based 
upoh the fact that t he ages of college freshmen we re in-
creasing every year, and t hat men who elected the various 
profess ional courses were relatively advanced in age when 
they completed them, resulted, -pr i marily, in the founding 
of the Committee of Ten whose report,**in 1893, was 
equally as important . as the revelations of the great 
pioneer who was directly responsible for it. Influenced 
greatly by the work of President Eliot, the report of 
this committe e was a natural outgrowth of it, as evidenced 
by their general attitude which states 11 that several 
subjects now reserved for high school, such as algebra , 
geometry,natural science and foreign languages should 
be begun earlier than now, or as an alternative, the second-
ary school period should be made to begin two 1years earlier 
tha..n at pr esent , le aving si!X years instead of eight for the 
elemen-tary school period". 
*E. H. Sanguinet. · Trends of Secondary Education as shown by reports 
of some M~r Comm. Ed. Adm. & Supervision--November, 1928. 
**Report of Comm. of Ten, American Book Co. Edition--Page_l7. 
• 
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· This apparent tendency toward tne reduction 
of the life of the elementary school pupils to a period 
of si~ years marks the first step toward the Junior High 
Schoolr movement . 
In 1895, the Committee of Fifteen*, of the 
National Education Association, was organized to continue 
this work , and although its general attitude opposed a 
div~sion of the system into equal parts of six years each, 
it contributed greatly to this reform by advocating the 
substitution of algebra for arithmetic in the seventh 
grade and recommended for the first time the departmental-
ization of certain subjects beginning with the seventh 
grade . 
The far reaching effect of these reports, and 
the enormous possibilities which they presented for the 
improvement of secondary education, were clearly seen in 
the work which followed. Other phases of this reform 
movement fol lowed in quick succession, and the contribu-
tions of the various individuals and committees proceeding 
- u 
upon the erroneous assumption** "that every subject which 
is taught at all in the secondary school should be taught 
in the same way and to the same extent to every pupil so 
long as he pursues it, no matter what the probable destina-
tion of the pupil may be or at what point his education 
*Report of the Comm. on Sec. School studies. Washington, Govt. Printing 
office 1893 (page 14). 
**The Problem of Math. in Sec. Ed. Bureau of Ed. Bulletin 1920, No. 1. 
• 
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is to cease" hastened th~ administrative reorganization 
of the schools, whil e disregarding completely the demands 
of the individual pupil • 
However, as the conceptions of what the 
functions of t he school should. be changed., with the changing 
social demands and needs of the time s, there gradually 
developed a new kind of education in place of the Economy 
of Time policy, which was then so prevalent. Educators 
began to realize that what was needed was not only a change 
in the adminstrative machinery , but also a thorough revision 
of all t he courses of study of the secondary school to 
meet the individual capacities and obvious needs of the 
twentieth century school population. Out of this maze 
of theoretical reforms, there gradually emerged a nmaber 
of practical agencies whose aim it was to put into actual 
use some of these more desirable curricular reforms which 
were being advocated. 
• 
• 
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Chapter III 
In 1899 John Dewey,• America's outstanding 
democratic educator, supplied the impetus necessary to 
put this curricular reorganization across. At this time 
he published his book, "The School and Society", which 
has been the forerunner of most of the educational theories 
which have developed since then. In lieu of Spencer's 
philosophy which defines education as a "preparation for 
living", he ·advocated that since "the best preparation for 
life is living", then "Education is living", and, t herefore, 
the efforts of the reformers should be directed toward making 
the curriculum coincide as closely as possible with life's needs 
and the individual pupil's interests. 
As a result of this, and other allied contributions, 
the seed of Democracy in education has been firmly sown. This, 
the dominating factor of our newer educational philosophy 
has beenargely responsible for the initiation of a complete 
reconstruction of the s:econdary school curriculum, from one 
which had for its prime aim the development of the intellect 
to its highest powers, at the expense of the social and 
physical needs of the individual, to a much broader pro-
gram, which now seeks to fulfill the needs and further the 
interests of a widely va riable and highly individualistic 
school population~ 
For the direct application of these progressive 
educational principles to the field of secondary mathematics, 
we are immeasurably indebted to Professor E. H. Moore, 
*A. A. Douglase. Seoondary Ed. Houghton Mifflin co. 1927, Ch. VI. 
• 
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whose address * befo r e the American Mathemat ical Society 
in 1902 has served as the pole star for t he explorers 
in the fie l d of mathematical re f or m to the present day. 
His contributions, based partly upon the wo r k of J ohn 
perryt* oT).e of England ' s e ducational satellites in this 
universe of mathematical revisions, r esulted primarily 
in the expose of the sxcessive formali ty***be i ng pract ised 
in the teaching of the traditional mathematics courses of 
study in the secondar y schools of this count r y , namely: 
algebra in the first year , plane geometry in the second 
year, advanced algebr a and solid geometry in the third 
year and trigonometry in the fourth year . 
He revealed , in addition , the existent possibil -
i ties of enabl i ng the s tudent "to make practical use , in 
his scientific investigations , of the finest mat hematical 
tools which the centur ies have f or ged" through ~· the medium 
of uncovering to him the fundamental interrelations**** 
between the various branches of secondary mathematics and 
allied subjects . 
In this way , by b r inging to the attention of the 
skilled teachers t hroughout the co,pntry the desirability 
of the application of the fundamental mathemat i cal concepts 
*E.H. Moore. On t he Foundations of Math . (A Presidential address de-
livered before the Am. Math. Society at its 9th annual meeting, Dec. 29• 
1902.) First Yearbook of th e Nattl Council of Teachers of Math • 
**John Perry . Discussion on t he teaching of Mat h. Macmillan Co., 1901 . 
***E.R. Breslich. Correlat ion of Math. Subjects • School Science & Math., 
P• 125-134, Feb ~, 1920. Vol. 20. Expts. intended to improve t he tradi-
tional practice. 
****M.O. Tr i pp. Changing Ideals in Math. Vol XXX. Inst ruction. School 
Science & Math., November, 1930. 
- I 
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to practical processes beyohd the limit s of the pure 
science itself , he laid t he foundations forfue teaching 
of applied mathematics and inaugur ated the teaching of 
intuitive geometry in this country • 
• 
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Chapter IV 
If we now continue with our investigation 
in the l ight of this newer philosophy in an attempt 
to apply its aims and objectives to our specific pro-
blem, the necessity for the reorganization of the tra-
di tiona.l mathematics course in the seconda.ry school is 
most strikingly revealed. 
In the first place, since the science of education 
demands that the individual pupil should attain a certain 
degree of success and mastery in each of his educational 
undertakings , and because pupils have encountered more 
difficulties in the study of mathematics than with any 
other subject, it follows, naturally, that this apparent 
failure is due- either to a faulty organization and improper 
choice of the subject matter whi ch is to be presented o± 
to faulty methods of teaching. The seriousness of this 
condition has been revealed by Judd*, who made a study of 
the percentages of failures and withdrawals in the various 
subjects taught in the eleven suburban high schools of 
Chicago. The results of this investigation disclosed the 
fact that algebra and geometry were the worst offenders. 
,., 
Similarly, in a recent study of failures in 
various high school subjects conducted by w. D. Reeve ,** 
it was. shown that there were about twice as many failures 
in matThlermtics as in any other subject. In addition to these , 
*C• H. Judd. Psy. of High School Subjects--Page 18, Ginn & co., 1915. 
**W.D. Reeve. Gen. Math. for the High School--Its purpose & content. 
Ed. Edm. & Sup. VI, page 258, 1920. 
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G. M. Wilson* made a s t udy in an effort to determine 
the role which mathematics plays in the social and 
business activities of t he individual in the course 
of h i s daily routine . The results of these social 
surveys, in addition to showing what t he mathematical 
skills and knowledges necessary to an active adult life 
a re, have also disclosed those unimportant and superfluous 
elements which are still a part of our courses of study 
i n mathematics. 
Consequently, another cause for the reconstruc-
tion of math ema tics is evidenced by the failure of this 
subject to function in the vocational and business affairs 
of adult life , as shown l)y the dissatisfaction of employers 
and business men in general at the i nability of our secondary 
school gr adua t es to fulf i ll the mathe matic al duties which 
occur in the course of their work. Obviously , if we are 
to 11 sell 11 the products of our secondary schools to the con-
sumer, then we must turn out a product which will s atisfy 
their every demand. 
Again , the justification for the teaching of 
mathematics , as it was being taught, on the basis of Locke ' s 
theory of , n,nrental discipline " as an adequate reason for 
including a subject in the curriculum , has broken down 
under the "scientific scrutiny of the conditions under which 
transfer of training t akes place ." On the basis of his 
*G• M. Wilson. The Soci al & Bus i ness Uses of' .Ar ith . Teachers' College 
contributions. No. 100. New York Teacher s' College. 
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of improvement in other fields of life. The developments 
which are taking place in these various outside fields 
of study are truly remarkable; we cannot say as much, however, 
for the advances of educational methods and principles of 
procedure along parallel lines. 
It is in the realization of this ~mendous 
transgression against time that the outstanding educators 
of today have taken their first, and incidentally, their 
most important step forward to adopt means and measures 
which must more completely bridge this enormous gap between 
economy in learning in the field of education, on the one 
hand, as compared with the present efficiency and economy 
which exist in all of the most essential life situations 
of today, on the other hand. In our following investigations 
of the methods now in use, we must extend our meanihg 
of the term to include, not only the manner in which the 
material of instructions is arranged, butthe content and 
selection of the subject matter as well, since it is this 
latter that we are interested in primarily. 
Our path of procedure now lies clearly before us; 
we must begin by analyzing cri~ally, yet liberally, the 
prevailing educational methods, primarily with regard 
to content of subject matter, with the especial intention 
of so adding to or even discarding from them, wherever 
necessary, those factors which are pro or con a greater 
economy of time and efficiency. Our criteria for selecting 

• 
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Topic Percent. allotment 
in book 1/:1 
Percent. Allotment 
in book :f/:2 
4.15% 
1.22 
4.42 
2.8 
2.84 
Addition 
Subtraction 
Multriplication 
Division 
Fractions 
Greatest Common 
Multiple and Lowest 
Common Multiple 
Measurement 
Percentage 
Ratio & Proportion 
Decimals 
Souare Root 
Cube Root 
Me trio Sys tern 
Miscellaneous example 
appendix 
banking 
taxes 
insurance 
nro fit and loss 
inves1lent and margin 
graphs · (as such) 
Total 
3.23% 
2·.6 · 
3.23 
5.2 
12.3 
3.23 
16.3 
12.3 
2.85 
5.68 
1.8 
2.6 
3.34 
12.3 
9.8 
100.00% Approx. 
---
4.62 
6.2 
4.96 
3.6 
3.59 
1.35 
18.9 
2.21 
.89 
1.64 
1.15 
1.00 
1.25 
71.6% Approx. 
The appendix in book number one contains the 
following top ics wh ich have since been eliminated from our 
Junior High School text books: 
1. Spanish Land Measures 
2. Special Rules for Partial Payments 
3. Arithmetical & Geometrical Progression 
4. Compound interest problems 
5. Annuities 
6. Repeating Decimals 
7. Scales of Notation 
8. Diviaon by Factors 
9. Greatest Common Measure of Fractions 
10. Least Common Multiple of Fractions 
11. Proofs by Casting out Nines. 
If this data is now critically analyzed it 
reveals at once t he tremendous influence which has been 
wrought during the last few years by the report of the National 
Committee on Mathematical Requirements and the recent growth 
of the Junior High Schools. This adminstrative change has 
made i mperative a reorganization of the material employed 
in order to more adequately meet this new unit of instruction. 
In most cases, the pendulum has swung too far in the opposite 
direction; the reorganiz ation has been too drastic. The 
reformers have in their enthusiasm failed, among other things, 
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to retain a sufficient amount of drill necessary for a 
complete mastery of the fundamental processes and principles 
involved. The boolc in question has attemped to remedy this 
situation by devoting 71.6~ of the entire book to the various 
applications of arithmetic. The degree and extent to which 
it has accomplished this still remains to be seen~ 
The comparison of these two books shows clearly 
a trend from complicated obsolete procedures to a more general 
and much wider scope of methods and procedures which are neces-
sary for the fulfillment of a well integrated and progressive 
personality. · 
Surely, in the face of such adverse criticisms, 
and confronted with the demands which these various administra-
tive changes had created for a thorough reconstruction of 
the courses of study in mat hematics in the Junior High Schools 
especially, it became rather difficult to devote so much time 
to the study of this subject without introducing those changes 
needed to prove conclusively that its applications were 
functioning properly in the adult lives of our school popula-
tion. The hitherto impregnable shield of tradition alone 
had become powerless to withstand the attacks upon the 
justifications for the inclusion of this subject in the program 
of studies. 
• 
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0hapter VI 
In answer to these ever-increasing tirades 
against mathemtics and the other traditional subjects as 
well, the National Education Association appoihted, in 1911, 
a Reorganization Commission for the purpose of investigating 
the fundamental principles and obtaining desirable objectives; 
and also for the determination of favorable courses of 
studies in the various subjects. In 1918 this body published 
its report entitled "Cardinal Principles of Secondary 
Education" and their foremost contribution that "secondary 
education should be determined by the needs of the society 
to be served, the characters of the individuals to be educated 
and the knowledge of educational theory and practice available", 
in addition to the fuhdamental principles and objectives of 
secondary education which they enumerated, served as the 
basis for the reports of the var-ious na1ional committee-s 
on the revision of the different school subjects which fol-
lowed. 
The report of the National Committee of Mathe-
matical Requirements entitled "The Reorganization of Mathe-
matics in Secondary Education" was finally published in 
1923 11 for the purpose of giving national expression to the 
movement for reform in the teaching of mathematics, which 
has gained considerable headway in various parts of the 
country, but which lacked the power that co-ordination and 
united effort alone could give." Coming at a time when the 
• 
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recognition of the Junior High School had become universal 
in this country, and influenced, therefore, to a large -
extent, by the enriching principles and progressive objectives 
which accompan:i.e d the growth of this intermediate organiza-
tion, the report of this committee was the physical embodiment 
of everything that was theoretically desirable in the reform 
of mathematics. 
Besides affecting a consolidation of everything 
which had been advocated for the realization of a unified 
and cumulative mathematical course of study, it also futhered 
the elimination of those deleterious factors* which had for 
such a long time retarded the progress of secondary educa-
tion in this country. 
All the traditional practices which had for 
such a long time opposed any progress in the field of mathe-
matics, lost their power with the rise of the Junior High 
Schools, and dragged with them, in their downfall, their 
supporting allies, the dominating influence of the college 
and the accompanying theories of mental discipline and 
transfer of training. 
Furthermore, the study of mathematics as a "tool 
subject", based upon a faltering theory of minimum essentials 
which disregarded entirely the varying capacities of our 
individual pupils, fell before the democratic onslaught of 
the various reports of this national committee. 
On the other hand, guided by an acknowledgment 
*W. ]). Reeve-. Trends in the Teaching of Math. in the U. S. A. siuoe 
1910. Fourth Yearbook of the Nat 1 1 Council of Teachers of Math. P. 131. 
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of the functions of the Junior High School, and strengthened 
by the objectives of secondary education, as set forth in 
the report of the Commission on the Reorganization of 
Secondary Education, the work of this national committee 
established a l andmark in the realm of secondary school 
mathematics. A consideration of the methods employed, and 
a knowledge of the recommendations contained in this report 
is absolutely essential to an understanding of the most 
recent trends in the reorganization of mathematics in the 
Junior High School. 
In accordance with the methods employed by our 
most successful curriculum builders, the initial step 
taken by this committee consisted of an analysis_ of the 
valid aims of a desirable mathematical curriculum in terms 
of the generally acapted objectives of our modern Junior 
High School education. 
Of these objectives, thos e which are moat important 
a re not the ones which are specifically mathematical, but 
r a ther those which are common to every subject in the 
intermediate program of studies. Our whole discussion, 
therefore, centers around the central objective of our 
entire educational system, namely, the developments of 
democratic, well-educated citizens. This objective is 
based upon a recognition of the wide differences existing 
among our Junior High School pupils, and is, consequently 
vitally concerned with the social-civic aspect of their 
• 
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education, through the provision for differences in 
interests, aptitudes and capacities. 
The study of mathematics, though vital in it-
self, comprises only a small part of the educational 
equipment which is required of the progressive, well in-
tegrated member of any community. 
Henc~, the prime function of the intermediate 
school deals first with the evaluation of those innate 
capacities and aptitudes characteristic of each individual 
pupil, and finally, with the guidance of each pupil into 
those channels of higher education best suited to the 
highest development of his innate chaxacteristics and 
acquired interests. In other words, the outstanding 
purpose of the Junior High School*11 is to explore, by means 
of material in itself worth~le, the interests, aptitudes 
and capacities of pupils", followed by the graduil. differ-
entiat'ion of pupils into those vocational or professional 
fields, a study of which is likely to prove of most benefit 
to the individual himself and to the community at large. 
The application of these principles to the field of 
mathematics has resulted in the formulation of those ob-
jectives**which are more specifically mathematical. 
In the first place, the principle of exporation 
demands that every student should be introduced to the 
*T. H. Briggs. The Junior High Sch ool. Houghton & Mifflin co., 1920 
Page 165. 
**D• E. Smith & w. D. Reeve. The Teaching of J. H. s. Math. Ginn 
& Co., 1927. Chap. III. 
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various fields of elementary mathematics, for the 
purpose of acquiring a knowledge of and insight into 
those fundamental processes of arithemtic, algbra, geometry 
and numerical trigonometry absolutely necessary for his 
later professional advancement and constructive partici-
pation in the social-civic activities of his community. 
This sentiment is incomparably expressed by the National 
Committee in the following way: 11 The primary purposes of 
the teaching of mathematics should be to develop those 
powers of understanding and of analyzing relations of 
quarlity and space which are necessary to an insight into, 
and control over our environment, and to an appreciation 
of the progress of civilization in its various aspects, 
and to de~op those habits of thought and of action which 
will make these powers effective in the life of the indiv-
idual." 
Secondly, in accordance with our aim of at-
tempting to reduce materially the percentage of pupils 
who do not complete a high school education, it becomes 
our duty to instill in each pupil an appreciation of the 
fundamental importance of mathematics in connection with 
its direct application to some of the more important 
measurements which form a part of our everyday lives, 
and also, indirectly, by showing the pupil the prominent 
role which mathematics plays in every phase of human 
life, we can suitably illustrate the utter dependency 
of mankind upon mathematics. 
.. 
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In the next place, the mathematical education 
of the adolescent affozs an excellent opportunity for the 
teaching of concentration and the discriminate power of 
utilizing those facts which are essential, and the organi-
zation of these in the solution of a problem. 
Finally, to those pupils who show an interest 
in this subject, and who give early promise of succeeding 
in this field, we must attempt to show the advantages 
which come from the study of more advanced mathematics. 
As advocated by the National Committee, "The 
course for these three years should be planned as a unit 
with the ?Urpose of giving each pupilfue most valuable 
mathematical training he is capable of receiving in those 
years, with little reference to courses which he may or 
may not take in succeeding years." This attitude of the 
National Committee shows clearly an utter disregard for 
college entrance requiremen~ in their formulation of the 
course of study in mathematics in the Junior High School. 
When properly presented, the course of study which they 
advocate as desirable should form a suitable basis for any 
college preparatory courses which the student should under-
take. 
In addition to the general objectives which 
have been described, and supplementing these latter mathe-
matical objectives, we must also consider certain detailed 
objectives which are peculiar to the study of mathematics~ 
.. 
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namely, the relation of this subject to the cardinal 
principles ;of secondary education, and the importance 
of the concomitant learnings and attitudes which should 
accompany such a study. 
The adoption of these progressive objectives 
by the National Committee reveals quite definitely a dis-
tinct trend from the formal l;iubjeot matter courses of 
algebra, geometry, etc., which formerly dominated the 
courses of study in mathematics, toward a more unified and 
more closely correlated course of study which tends to 
awaken an interest and present a good psychological ap~roach 
to the further study of mathematics. 
In addition, such a general course• of study enables 
those pupils who must leave school before they complete 
a high school education to _acquire those necessary know-
ledges which would otherwise be lost to them. Furthermore, 
the exploratory function of such a course enables every 
student to determine, early in his 11 try-out 11 period, his 
suitability or certain lack of interest for the higher fields 
of mathematics. 
Having determined what the desirable objectives 
and aims of the Junior High School course of study in 
mathematics shall be, and using these as the educational 
foundation of their course of study, the National Committee 
has reduced its proplem to the comparatively simple one 
of building such a course of study as will meet every require-
*The Reorg. of Math. in Sec. Ed. Repor-t of t h e Na.ttl Committee 
on Math. Requirements. 
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ment which their educational basis calls for. Thus, the 
selection of materials to be included in a favorable course 
of study in mathematics in the Junior High School is the 
next logical step in this process of curriculum construction. 
There are various methods • which have been em-
ployed in the selection of this material. A consideration 
of the more important of these in t he light of those desirable 
objectives and principles which ha ve been enumerated, reveals 
the disadvantages as well as the benefits to be derived 
from each of these. 
In the first place, we can equip ourselves with 
the most popular courses of studies being followed through-
out the country and extract from these those elements which 
are most in evidence. 
Secondly, by a quantitat ive analysis of the more 
progressive text books which are being used, we can deter-
mine rather accurately t hose factors which are being stressed. 
In the next place, some writers have attempted 
to determine what should be taught on the basis of the 
frequency of appearance of mathematical material in our most 
popular newspapers and magazines. 
Finally, others have attempted, by means of actually 
questioning individuals engaged in the various occupations 
and commercial and industrial enterprises concerning the 
mathematical concepts which they employed, to formulate on 
*D. E. Smith & w. D. Reeve. The Teach ing of J. R· s. Mat h . Ginn 
& Co., 1927. Chap. iii. 
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this meager basis a desirable course of study in mathe-
matics. 
Obviously, no one of these methods is in itself 
a valid basis upon which we can satisfactorily build a 
structure which will fulfill the demands of the individual 
members of any community, and at the same time take into 
consideration those democratic principles and progressive 
objectives which we have considered. 
The members of the National Committee who under-
took to solve this problem, in addition to availing them-
selves of these four methods, were further equipped, and, 
hence, enlightened by the opinions and experience of the 
most expert teachers of mathematics and educators in this 
country. These teache~, by supplementing their knowledge 
of what is required of the ideal mathematics course, gleaned , 
through their wide experience with a study of the mathe-
matical needs of the average citizen, have succeeded by an 
elimination of traditional processes and antiquated prin-
ciples, in arriving at a definite conclusion. Educators 
are now generally agreed that 11 the mathematics of the three 
years of the Junior High School should be planned as a unitll 
which should be required of every pupil and that the material 
included, by giving the pupils an exploratory view of the 
different phases of mathematics, shouil:d equip each pupil 
with such a mathematical training as will function actively 
in his adult life as a democratic citizen. Such a course 
of study should include certain specified topics in the fields 
• 
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of arithmetic, intuitive geometry, algebra, numerical 
trigonometry and demonstrative geometry, together with the 
history and biography which accompanied the development 
of these subjects • 
The recommendations of the Committee with regard 
to the arithmetic content of this proposed course of study 
are based upon .the assumption that pupils entering the 
Junior High School have mastered only to a certain extent 
the fundamental processes, b~th with integers and also with 
common and decimal fractions. Consequently, with a view 
towards a complete mastery of these fundamental processes, 
they have included much material with which the pupils are 
already familiar. However, this material does not appear 
as arithmetic by itself, but in connection with the ap-
plications of arithmetic to business; and also as a part of 
the industrial training so necessary to those pupils who 
leave sohool before the completion of their Junior High 
School course. 
This incidental work in arithmetic, in addition 
to regular intensive drills in this subject, has resulted 
in a greater accuracy and sp~ed in these arithmetical 
processes while acquainting the pupils with modern business 
practices and industrial methods. The objective to be 
attained here should consist of revealing to the pupil 
the enormous facility which can be acquired in the solution 
of arithmetical problems through an application of algebra 
to these processes. 
• 
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The next unit which was proposed by the 
members of t he National Committee was intuitive geometry • 
Here, also, certain fundamental concepts are introduced 
to the pupil in connection with the shap e, size and posi-
tion of objects. The study of the s e three properties, 
which are characteristic of every object is absolutely 
essential to an understanding of the elementary concepts 
of geometric forms. The knowledges acquired from the 
intuitive study of these geometric objects should be so 
organized as to approach gradually and articulate with the 
later work in demonstrative geometry. 
With regard to the work in demonstrative geometry, 
teachers of mathematics should realize that its success 
depends largely upon the extent to which the pupils have 
been prepared for it by thei~previous work in intuitive 
geometry. Also, since our main objective here is not sub-
ject content, but rather to impart a 11 preview11 of.· the later 
courses in this subject, the work in demonstrative geometry 
during this period should be carefully chosen and wisely 
limited. If the student can be led, through the study of 
a few fundamental propositions, to see the value of a 
logical proof and to understand the significance of a 
11 demonstration", then our main purpose has been accomplished. 
The recommendations of the National Committee 
with regard to the algebra contents of a Junior High School 
course completes the transition of this subject from a 
• 
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formal manipulation of symbols, to !a use as a universal 
method in the solution of those quantitative problems which 
are practically faced by all • 
This change of emphasis from purely abstract 
manipulations to highly practical procedures has resulted 
in a corresponding change of emphasis of the various topics 
within the realm of elementary algebra. At present, the 
most important topic in algebra is the formula. Wherever 
algebra is applied in the fields of commerce, industry 
or occupation, it occur& primarily through the use of the 
formula. Therefore, if we can impart to our pupils the 
significance of the formula through its evaluation in the 
solution of problems and eventually lead them to see that 
the formula is really a short cut for the former wearisome 
processes, then we have attained a desirable objective,--
a realization of the need for alge.bra. 
Equally as important in the life of every indiv-
idual is the graph. An understanding of the nature of con-
struction: and methods of reading graphs has become indis-
pensable in all .i.lines of human activity. The relation 
~f this topic to geometry is obvious and serves to show 
the pupil the mutual interdependence of mathematical prin-
ciples. 
Finally, the linear equation has assumed a 
position of importance along with these other two. As a 
means of solving problems, this topic cannot fail to dom-
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The extent to which such a general course of 
study in mathematics is being utilized by the Junior Hi h 
Schools throughout the country is exemplified by the cu rent 
practice in the Junior High Schools of Massachusetts as 
sho~ by the survey made in 1928 by the Massachusetts 
Department of Education.* The results of this survey ar as 
follows: 
In 1928 there were one hundred and seventy 
Junior High Schools in Massachusetts, and of these 45% ere 
housed in separate buildings. 
Courses offered 
Gen '1 Math. 
El. Algebra 
Bus. Arithmetic 
Arithmetic 
Geometry 
Grade ·in which 
7th ·. 8th 
142(84%) 143 
4 25 
7(4.12%) 7 
1 
offered 
9th 
23 
115 
3 
3 
The results of this survey show rather defini ely 
a distinct trend toward the adoption of such 11 general 
courses" as a permanent part of the progre.ssive Junior igh 
School program of studies. The desirability of such a 
course of study and the results productive of it will 
doubtlessly be fully realized in the next few years • 
*Junior High School Survey by the Dept. of Ed. of Mass. Bulletin 
1928, No. 5 ent it led The De~alopment of Teacher Traini ng i n Mass . 
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Chapter VII 
Thus far, we have considered two of the three 
variables which enter into our problem, namely, the in-
dividual pupil over whose innate characteristics we have 
no control, and the course of st.udy which we have attempted 
to determine in such a way that it will satisfy every value 
which any individual may assume. There still remains one 
dependent variable about which nothing has been said, and 
that is the teacher and his training. Stated mathematically, 
we are attempting to determine those values of two dependent 
variables which will satisfy the innumerable values which 
our independent variable, the individual pupil can assurne. 
Our present problem is primarily one of producing 
better teachers. In this respect we have until recently 
been far behind the different European school systems·. 
The outstanding failure.s of pupils in mathematics may be 
attributed largely to poor teaching. This is due mainly 
to the fact that in the past, the text book -has done the 
teaching and not the teacher. The crying need, now, is 
for teachers who are equipped with an intensive academic 
training in mathematics, and with a background of the psy-
chology of the individual and the various methods and laws 
of learning. The teachers of mathematics in most of the 
foreign countries are required to complete two or three 
years of graduate work of a professional nature in addition 
to their academic college course, which must include not 
only courses in mathematics, but in the allied sciences as 
well.* 
*Chap. XIV of the report of the National Committee. 
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One of the ot1standing causes of the failure 
of this subject to function in the activities of ou:r 
pupils is due to the fact tha t our mathematics teachers 
have had no specific training to teach this subject. 
They have, therefore, failed, because they t hemselves 
lacked an interest in this study to awaken any interest 
which our students of mathematics might have possessed. 
The rise of the schools of education in this 
country in recent years, however, has tended to improve 
this deplorable situation. 
A realization of the difficulty of teaching 
this subject has shown t he need for a proper training 
of teachers in this subject and also in the general psycho-
logical processes which govern such learning. The require-
ments of these schools in this regard have steadily increased 
until they have reached the point where a fulfillment of them 
by the individual possessed of the proper interests and 
attitudes must result in the fabrication of a highly de-
sirable type of teacher • 
• 
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Chapter VIII 
In addition to these three variables, there 
is at present strong evidence that a fourth is in the 
making • 
Coincident with, and in direct support of this 
newer philosophy, there has developed an ever· increasing 
and universal acknowledgment of t he vital importance of 
the so-called E~ra-curricular activities in the secoRary 
schools which has served to make them more curricular than 
extra-curricular. These activities, because of their basic 
interrelations with our present secondary school curricula, 
have played a prominent role in every phase of this re-
organization movement. From their former lowly place, 
where they were barely tolerated as a necessary evil, they 
have advanced to that position in our school program which 
enables those pupils who have survived to~ilize them as 
the foremost stepping stone in the perilous transition 
from the Junior High School to the Senior High School. 
The growing success of these extra-curricula 
activities is due* to the fact that they have realized 
that the effectiveness of any learning process is directly 
proportional to the degree of proximity which the learning 
process under consideration has to the corresponding life 
siuation. In other words, this activity must be so organized 
and administered that the participants are confronted by 
problems and responsibilities as nearly alike as possible 
as those they will encounter later in life as active members 
*T. H. Briggs. The Junior High School, Chap. x. Houghton & Mifflin Co. 
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of their community. Furthennore, these activities must 
be dominated by the spirit of co-operation, a whole-heart.ed 
willingness to work together for the positive good of the 
entire group. Initiative, as well as an intelligent recog-
nition of a qualified leader is encouraged in order that each 
member of the group may contribute to the solution of the 
common task. 
However, although these activities offer to the 
teacher an excellent opportunity for the utilization of the 
natural interests and chosen activities of the students in 
such a way as will eventually le ad to those higher types 
of activities in which they are most likely to engage later 
in life, he must remember that t hese activities are not the 
primary functions* of the school progrrua. They are, on 
the contrary, merely a corollary of the curricular work 
and as such they sho~d be so mutually interrelated as to 
form with it s unified, cumula.tive and progressive course 
of study. The extra-curricular phase of every school pro-
gram should act as an educational catalystm the democratic 
reaction which results in the production of highly desirable 
members of any community. Here also, the degree of success 
which any such activity may attain is a function of that 
important variable--the attitude of the faculty adviser to 
the specific activity in question. The limits of this 
*C• R. Foster. Extr a. Curr i cular Activities i n the High School, 
Johnson Pub . Co. 
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it reduces our procedure to the comparatively simple one 
of constructing our club so that it will meet every require-
ment which our educational basis calls for. Growing out 
of a natural desire and the realization of a felt need on 
the part of the pupils,and nurtured by the wholehearted 
interest and co-operative sympa1hies of a tactful adviser, 
the roots of our mathematics club are sure of obtaining 
a firm foothold in the earnest wishes and varying capacities 
of those pupils who are inclined in this direction. 
Aided by the unquestionable gregarious tendency 
of the adolescent, and strengthened by the similar attitudes 
and interests of the group which has evinced a desire for 
suoh a mathematics olub, we are more readily enabled to 
proceed with a consideration of the ways and means of pro-
. viding for the individual differences of our club members 
by means of a variable club program. 
An investigation of the nature and character of 
our Junior High School population divides them at onoe 
into three outstanding groups. The largest of these groups 
is comprised of those unfortunates whose educational career 
is destined to be terminated before the completion of their 
senior high school course. Next in size is that group of 
students whose objective is a high school education; and 
finally we recognize those who look forward to a college 
education as their final objective. 
If we are to satisfy the varying interests of all 
• 
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the individuals in our organization, it becomes evident 
i mmediately that the types of meet i ngs which we conduct 
must vary in accordance with the individual demands of 
its members~ Furthermore, since the curriculax program 
of the junior high school cannot fulfill the desires 
of these three groups, it becomes the duty of the ext·ra-
curncular activities program to pave the way for this in-
evitable reorganization. 
To those pupils who must early in life face the 
hardships and rigors of the commercial and industDal world, 
and even to those who are fortunate enough to acquire a 
high school education, we must forcefully illustrate how 
completely dependent we are upon ma thematics in the practical 
life of t he everyday world. 
We should also strive to instill in the minds of 
all of our pup ils a more vital interest in the study of 
mathematics by revealing .to them, through the medium of 
our mathematics club programs, glimpses of the future in 
ma thematics, as i ncentives to further study. The pre sent-
ation of these types of programs enables the pupils to study 
certain interesting things connected with mathematics for 
which there is no place in the classroom. 
Finally, to that selective minority of pupils 
who are preparing themselves for a college education, we 
must uncover, in addition to the above values, those hidden 
truths and simple beauties of mathematics, a recognition of 
which leads to a genuine appreciation of this important 
study. 
• 
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Equipped, now, with the fundamental principles 
and desirable objectives of this activity, we can propound 
the several types of mathematics club programs which can be 
employed in an endeavor to realize the foregoing objectives 
while attempting to meet the insistent demands of our pupils. 
The most valuable type of mathematics club program 
is t h e so-called vocational club meeting, which we can employ 
when we are dealing with the practical applications of mathe-
matics to our daily lives; with teaching what a training in 
this field will enable one to do. Here then, is a splendid 
opportunity for the application of the Life Career Motive to 
the teaching of mathematics•, a proper utilization of which 
converts it into a most powerful tool which we wield in our 
endless attempt to keep pupils from leaving school before they 
are prepared to do so. The amount of material at our disposal 
for such a motivation is limited only insofar as the top ics 
which we choose for presentation and research lie within the 
limited understandings and adolescent interest of our Junior 
High School population. 
Studies of the use of the simpler mathematical 
instruments such as the ruler, compass, protractor, slide rule, 
level, and even the transit, are a source of interest to 
every pupil, and illustrate, more decisively than any theor-
etical problem or method, the absolute necessity of a working 
knowledge of mathematics. In connection with this, we are 
ii<Roberts-:& '-Dra.per. Extra-Class and Intramural activities. D. c. Heath 
& Co., 1928. 
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able to provide numerous opportunities for the develop-
ment of initiative and the practice of co-operative effort 
by apnointing student committees to investigate and report 
on the amount of mathematics which is employed by members 
of the simpler industrial and commercial vocations. 
Furthermore, a consideration of the vital ap~ 
plication of mathematics to the various sciences through a 
study of certain scientific projects has done more to impress 
upon the minds of the pupils a more vital necessity for the 
further study of mathematics than any of t he traditional 
classroom procedures which we have hitherto exploited. 
As an example of a few of the more desirable 
top ics for investigation by the pupils, we have the following:* 
(1) In astronomy,--the study of time, its computation and 
measurement, the meroing of sidereal true solar, mean solar 
and standard time, how they are obtained and checked, the 
determination of longitude and latitude by the chronometer 
and sextant respectively; the forecasting of the reappearance 
of comets and the disdovery of the planet Neptune by Adams 
and Leverrier by means of mathematics. (2) In engin~ing,-­
such achievements of engineering accuracy as the Moffat tun-
nel, the new Cascade Tunnel and the Hudson tube, emphasizing 
the marvelous precision possible in surveying. (3) In art,--
geometric designs are found in domestic decoration, natural 
*M• Steward. The Math. club of the Pontiac High Sohool. The Math. 
Teacher. Vol. XXIII. January , 1930. 
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crystals, leaf patterns, windows and .. other conventionalized 
designs. 
Perhaps the greatest difficulty which the sponsor 
of any Junior High School mathematics club must encounter is 
that of keeping the discussion within the understanding of 
the pupils so that they can grasp the fundamental significance 
of the project with which they are concermed. The type of 
club program, when tactfully presented and judiciously varied 
under the direction of our ideal sponsor, is reasonably sure 
to meet with the approval of and offer a means of expression 
to the interests and capacities of those members of the club 
who are not academically inclined. 
For those who intend to go to college, -and in whom 
we are trying to establish a true appreciation of the subject 
of mathe~tics, another type of program which we can present 
is the historical program. In connection with such nertinent 
subjects as the development of the different methods used 
in Egypt to the present day slide rule, the evolution of the 
various Notation Systems from the cuneiform number of the 
Babylohians to the modern Hindu, Arabic digits, and the growth 
of the standard unE8 of measure involving the history and 
s tanda:rdizat.ion of the metric system, we can artfully insert 
the biographies of most of our greatest mathematicians. The 
study of the lives of these great men, when interwoven with 
the development of such topics as given above, serves to 
emphasize more strongly to our more ambitious pupils the reality 
• 
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of these great pioneers, in addition to spurring them on 
to a further knowledge and mastery of so essential a subject. 
In addition to these two important types of class 
meetings, we have a third which has an indirect educational 
value, namely, the recreational program. This type of club 
program affords a source of unending delight and pleasure to 
the members of the mathematics club, and even those students 
who have a dislike to rnath~matics become curious and show 
signs of interest when they are presented with some of the 
fallacies and puzzles of the subject. A perusal of some of 
the· references which are appended here present a vast amount 
of material in the form of playlets, farces, contests, puzzles, 
fallacies and catch problems which can be used to advantage in 
tns type of club program. The club sponsor, however, must be 
exceedingly careful in -~he selection of these topics so that 
t h e quality of the programs presented does not deteriorate. 
Finally, the members of the mathematics club will 
look forward with great expectation to the socials which they 
will hold together. Here we have an opportunity for the pre-
. -
sentation of such playlets and farces as have been mentioned 
above. Out-of-doors socials present opportunities for the 
use of some of the mathematical instruments which have been 
enumerated, and even at the customary luncheons of such a club, 
opportunities are presented for geometrical appreciation in 
the form of the various designs of t h e plates and salads. 
These four types of club programs are the out•tanding 
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Chapter IX 
This completes the picture of our present day 
Junior High School mathematics course. The establishment 
of such courses has been comparatively slow, due, doubt-
lessly to the extreme formality of the class~oom procedures 
in the subject itself and the inability of inadequately 
prepared teachers to justify the worth of such an organiz a-
t ion. In recent years, however, a superior type of teacher, 
cognizant of the immense values to the pupils of the applied 
information related to this subject and the various com-
mercial, industrial and economic activities with which mathe-
matics is mutually related, has led the way in the reorgan-
ization of this subject to meet these ends through this 
newer mathematics ~rae. The results of this movement are 
clearly seen in the present tendency toward a general mathe-
matics course in the Junior High School for all students. 
The universal acceptance of such a course will greatly ac-
centuate the development of the social-civic aspect of this 
subject. Concomitant learnings in the form of neatness, 
accuracy, perserverance and a sense of civic pride will, in 
the near future, be productive of that ideal, fairminded 
citizen which our former system of education has strived for 
so long a time to develop. 
' -
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is providing for the interests of the 
brightest pupils. 
15. Graff, Margaret. 11 Euclid Dramatized", School Science & 
Math., Vol XXI. How the stories of 
early mathematicians can be dramatized 
by H. 8. Pupils. 
16. Gulden, Minerva and others. "Math. Club Programs", Math. 
Teacher, Vol. XVII. Outlines 
of various club programs. Also 
contains good bibliography. 
17. Hiyama, Shige. "Japanese Proplems 11 , Math. Teacher, Vol. 
XVI. A translation of some interesting 
Japanese Problems. 
18. Jones, H. I. "Mathematical Wrinkles", s. I. Jones, 1923. 
Numerous recreations, problems and puzzles 
suitable for use in the math. club. 
19. Karpinski, L. C. 11 A Rule to Square Numbers Mentally", 
School Science & Math. Vol XV. 
20. Koch, E. H., Jr. "Math. Contests", Math. Teacher, Vol. 
IX. Haw to conduct a mathematics relay. 
21. Licks, H. E. "Recreations in Math.", D. Van Nostrand Co., 
1917. Many recreations and puzzles of 
interest to pupils. 
22. McLaughlin, H. P. "Algebraic Magic Squares", Math. Teacher 
Vol. XIV. The application of magic 
squares to algebra. 
23. Newhall, C. W. "Recreations in Secondary 
Science & Math., Vol XV. 
can be used; also a list 
a bibliography. 
Math.", School 
How recreations 
of topics and 
24. Olmstead, E. J. 11 Such if Life", School Science & 
Math., Vol XX. Showing application 
ofalgebra to some practical situations. 
25. Reed, Zulu. 11 High School Math. Clubs"; Math. Teacher, 
Vol. XVIII. Contains an excellent bib-
liography in connection with math. clubs. 
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26. Roster, Alfreda "Math. Games 11 ; The Math. Teacher, 
Vol. XVII. Some: mathematical games 
which have an educational value. 
27. Russell, Helen and others. "Math. Clubs"; The Math. 
Teacher, Vol XVII. Deals 
with the organization and 
objectives of a math. club. 
28. Schlierhdz, T. 11 A Number Play in Three Acts"; The Math. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
Teacher, Vol XVII. A drama presented 
by Junior High School in connection with 
Smith's t,tmumber Stories of Long Ago" • 
Schorling, Raleigh • . "A Mathematical Contest", School 
Science & Math., Vol XV. How two 
high schools in Chtago conducted 
a math. contest. 
Smith, D. E. 
Smith, D. E. 
Snell, C. A. 
-History of Math.(2 Vols.) Ginn & Co. 
(Vol. 1.) 1923, (Vol. 8), 1925. These 
volumes are absolutely necessary for 
historical discussions in the math. club. 
"Number Stories of Long Ago. 11 , Ginn & Co., 
1919. Thes~ stories can be dramatized 
by math. clubs. 
"Math. Clubs in the High School", Math. 
Teacher, Vol VIII. The discussions of 
a "remedial" math. club. 
33. Weeks, Raymond. 11 The Boys' Own Arithmetic". E . P. 
Dutton & Co., 1995. Contains numerous 
problems which are very valuable in 
recreational work. 
34. Wheeler, A. H. "Math. Club Programs", The Math. Teacher, 
Vol. XVI. Contains various programs 
for a math. club; also a good bibliography. 
35. Whitaker, Helen. "The Math. Quest", School Science 
& Math.-Vol XX. A Math. play in one act. 
